
MJP COSTUME GUIDE 

The guide below contains basic information about what Irish dancers wear when performing and dancing in a 

feis and also contains helpful hints for how to wear and secure each item for dancing as well as what to look for 

when purchasing each item. The bottom of this guide contains a small list of where to purchase these items.   

If after reading this page you still have questions, try e-mailing our Costume Co-ordinator at: 

mjpdress@hotmail.com 

School dresses 

Each Irish dance school has an identifiable dress containing colors and design that are unique to their school 

(Ours are Red, White and Black). These dresses are used in shows and in Figure dances at competition and will 

also be worn for solo competitions for First Feis, Beginner and Advanced Beginner.  

 

Solo dresses 

Irish dancing solo dresses are one of a kind dresses made for an individual dancer. They are designed to suit a 

dancer’s personality and style and are created to help a dancer stand out from the rest of their competitors. 

Each and every solo dress is unique and can contain any color or design of the dancer’s choice. There are many 

different skirt styles that are popular in Irish dance at the moment, giving dancers even more variations to 

choose from to give their dress a unique look.  As Irish dance dresses are expensive, many dancers will 

purchase second hand solo dresses. 

 

A solo costume/dress may be worn only after a dancer has won their way into Novice level in competition.  

Any solo dress purchased or ordered for an MJP dancer MUST be okayed by our teachers first to ensure it is up 

to date and suited to the dancer's look and level of dancing. 

 

Shawls 

Shawls, also called capes, come in many different styles. Traditionally, the shawl were made of soft, flowing 

fabric  

and ran from the left shoulder and down to the right hip. Today, some shawls now are stiffened panels covered 

with embroidery. Some of these shawls are cut into shapes to match the design of the dress and can be 

anything from a large shawl running from the traditional left shoulder-right hip, to a small shawl on the small of 

a dancers back. With so many new styles of shawls to choose from, a dancers options for solo dress shawls are 

nearly endless.  

 

Whichever style shawl you have, be sure it is securely attached with pins, snaps, and/or Velcro before you head 

up onstage as it is usually the last thing a dancer will put on. 

 

Bloomers 

Bloomers are what a dancer wears under their dresses but over their underwear. Bloomers are similar to a 

bikini bottom or underwear but offer more coverage and are a little loser. If your dancer is wearing a blouse or 

long shirt, be sure to tuck the bottom of the blouse into the bloomers so that when dancers kick, the tails of the 

shirt do not show. 

 

 If your dancer is wearing a bodysuit and black tights they do not need bloomers.  You can find bloomers at any 

feis or on Irish dance supply websites. Steele Celtic dancewear here in Calgary also carries them.  (See below 

for address) 

 



Please do not wear shorts underneath your costume as the look is too sporty and many judges do not like the 

look. Some may even think you have forgotten to remove your practice shorts before heading up onstage! 

 

Shoes 

Soft Shoes: Girls will need either black ballet slippers or Irish Pomps (also called Ghillies or Light Shoes). Black 

ballet slippers are suitable for class and for shows but dancers who wish to compete will need to purchase Irish 

Pomps.  

Boys will need either jazz shoes or a boys reel shoe. The boy reel shoes have a hard heel on them that makes a 

clicking noise when they hit their heels together.  Although these are the proper shoes for a competition, they 

are quite costly so, until they dance their first feis, jazz shoes are fine.  

 

Ballet slippers or Jazz shoes can be purchased at an dance store in town and sometimes at Walmart or Payless 

shoes. If you intend to purchase Irish dance shoes, please do not buy them at the ballet shops around town as 

they will sell you Highland dance shoes instead of ghillies which are similar but are the wrong shoe. Steele 

Celtic Dancewear (address below) carries Irish dance shoes or you can purchase the shoes online or at a feis.  

 

Hard shoes: Dancers that know their Hard shoe dances will need Hard shoes or Heavy shoes but most dancers 

don’t start to learn these dances until half way through their second year.  

 

Once a dancer starts learning their hardshoe technique in class, the sooner they get into the hard shoes, the 

better. The shoes are strange for beginners to get used to and are a lot more difficult to balance in than 

softshoes. Dancers need to have strong legs and ankles and good softshoe technique before beginning 

hardshoe. That’s why we wait so long to start teaching hardshoe in class.  

 

Although we like students to wear hard shoes as soon as possible, we understand that they can be expensive. 

So, if your dancer is about to go into their yearly growth spurt or is currently in one, we recommend waiting so 

that their new shoes last as long as possible.  

 

If your dancer is very young, only dancing once a week and will not be competing for the next year, you can 

purchase inexpensive tap shoes at Zellers, Pay Less or Walmart depending on the time of year.  

 

If your dancer is about to start competing or is currently competing, I would recommended getting hardshoes 

as soon as possible after their latest growth spurt as they take time to break in. 

 

At a show or feis: If your shoes are older, you may want to replace the shoe laces before a show or a feis to 

ensure they won't break at a critical moment. Always be sure to have an extra pair of laces in your dance bag.  

 

To make quick shoe changes easier at shows, elastics can be treaded through soft shoes, hard shoes or both 

instead of shoe laces. The elastic can be bought at fabric stores or at Zellers or a similar store.  

 

Be sure to polish both pairs of shoes and repair any holes well beforehand so that they are shiny and new 

looking. Please remove any colored tape from your shoes. If you need to have your hardshoes taped to keep 

from slipping, please use black tape. 

 

Tights 

Beginner MJP dancers and our most advanced dancers wear black tights for shows. Please be sure that the 

tights are very opaque so that you can see through them just a little when up close. If your tights are not dark 

enough, just wear two pairs. Always remember to bring an extra pair with you in case of runs or tears.  



Some adult dancers or older dancers like to wear skin colored tights under their socks so that their legs look 

darker or so that they don’t have to have bare legs onstage.  

Socks 

For competitions and shows, dancers that are not wearing tights wear white “bubble” or “poodle” socks.  

As the name suggests, these socks have a bunched up or poodle leg on them. They can be purchased at 

feiseanna or at Bob Steele’s. 

Socks should be fairly long (about about mid-calf or just below the calf) 

Socks should never touch the knee cap as that is too long.  

To keep socks up, use a glue stick or sock glue. Put glue over at least half of the lower leg, then pull sock up 

snuggly and pat it into place. 

There are socks available now that have rhinestones on them. They give the socks a subtle sparkle onstage and 

are fine for solo dancing but dancers should have a plain pair for figures (group dancing) unless the whole team 

decides to wear matching rhinestone socks.  

 

Tiaras/Headbands 

All dancers of MJP wear a matching rhinestone Tiara. This can be purchased from your teacher.  

Tiaras should be positioned the way a regular headband would sit on the head, with the ends secured behind  

the ears. Be sure to secure tiaras and headbands very well using plenty of pins and have the dancer do the 

"shake test" to ensure it will not come loose on stage.  

 

If the dancer is not wearing a wig, you can put some of their hair in a small, half ponytail to anchor the tiara in.  

 

If you are wearing a wig, it is best to remove the "combs" from the ends of the tiara. This will prevent the tiara 

from catching and damaging the wig. 

 

Advanced: Some solo dresses come with Tiaras. If yours does not, you can purchase one from the feis vendors 

or, you can get creative and make your own. Some dancers prefer even more sparkle onstage and will place a 

rhinestone tiara in front of their cloth ones.  

 

Whatever you choose to wear, be sure to secure tiaras and headbands very well using plenty of pins and again,  

have the dancer do the "shake test" to ensure it will not come loose on stage 

 

Jewelry 

Beginners/Teams: No jewelry or watches. Small, silver or gold studs or hoop earrings are fine. If a team decides 

to purchase matching earrings, they will be permitted.  Currently we have red and white sparkly MJP earrings 

that all of our team dancers wear.  

 

Advanced/Solos:  Dancers usually wear sparkly earrings that match their solo costume but, please do not wear 

dangling earrings as they are distracting and can snag and catch. 

 

Commission costume rules to be aware of (Updated Sept 2010) 

-Costumes must have a full front and back. Cut aways are not acceptable.  



-Skirt length: All costumes, both for solo and team dancers, must be no shorter than mid-thigh, in the back of 

the leg. So, be sure to stay on top of your growing girl's height. 

-Neck line: must be collar bone or above.  

-Sleeves: Must start at the shoulder and end at the wrist. 

-Appropriate underwear, covering the midriff, must be worn. Where tights are worn, they must be of a denier 

of not less than 70 

-Competitors in all age groups, up to but excluding Novice may only wear traditional class-costumes or 

long/short sleeved blouses/polo tops and skirts/tunics which conform to the regular costume length rules as 

above. 

Where to purchase Irish dance supplies 

“Steele Celtic Dancewear”    576 Coach Grove Rd SW  Calgary, AB  (403) 686-3514  

http://www.irishdanceshoes.com 

 

MJP used shoe exchange. E-mail MJPIDA at: mjpida@hotmail.com 

Hullachan Irish dancing shoes    http://www.hullachan.com/ 

“World of Irish Dancing” -Wigs and other supplies  

http://www.worldofirishdancing.com/products.php?catid=1&scatid=5 

“Dance Again” - Buy and Sell used Irish dance dresses  http://www.dance-again.com 

 


